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1. In this paper we wish to investigate conditions under which the 
system of equations 
00 
(I) L a(i,j)x(j)=b(i) 
i-1 
has a solution {x(j)} for an arbitrary selection of the real sequence {b(i)}. 
We require that the left hand sides in (I) all converge to the appropriate 
values and that {x(j)} consists of zeros for any preassigned finite subset 
of the index j. H an additional requirement is that the left hand sides 
of (I) all converge absolutely the necessary and sufficient conditions are 
known, see [1], [3], [4], and [5]. Sufficient conditions for a solution to 
the problem as first stated are also known, see [2], and it is our purpose 
here to broaden those conditions. Clearly, a necessary conditions is that 
a matrix made up of the first n rows of the matrix {a(i, j)} have a rank n 
and that this remains true if the first p columns are removed from such 
a matrix of n rows. A matrix consisting of the first n rows of {a(i, j)} 
with p columns omitted, we call an (n, p) submatrix of {a(i, j)}. 
Theorem I. Let the matrix {a(i, j)} satisfy the following conditions: 
2) /a(i, j)/ ~M, (i, j =I, 2, ... ), 
3) the first row a(I, j) contains an infinity of non-zero elements, 
4) For any pair (n, p), n columns may be extracted from each (n, p) 
submatrix to form a matrix {a(i, j.)} (i, v= I, 2, ... , n) such that 
/det a(i, j.)/ > iX(n) > 0; 
then (1) has a solution {x(j)} for every real {b(i)} where any finite subset 
of the x(j)'s may be taken to be zero. 
Proof. Suppose that the elements x(j) (j E A) are zero, where A is 
a finite subset of the integers. A sequence of integers q1 ~ q2 ~ q3 ~ ... 
shall be chosen inductively and for each qn, n ~ 2 there shall be constructed 
values for x(j), (qn-l<j~qn). Firstly we choose q1 so that a(I, q1)+0, 
q1>j, j EA. We set 
b(I) 
x(q1) =-(I )' x(I)=x(2)= ... =x(qi-I)=O. 
a , q1 
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For n> 1, we assume that x(1), x(2), ... , x(qn-1), have been assigned 
values such that 
q,._l 
! a(i, j) x(j)=b(i), (i= 1, 2, ... , n-1). 
i-1 
In order to construct values for each x(j), (qn-1 < j ~ qn), it is first necessary 
to choose a set of integers t1, t2, ... , tm, (where m shall be defined presently), 
so that 
and for each tk, (1 <k~m), values will be given to x(j), (tk-1 <j~tk)· 
The construction of tk a.nd x(j), (tk-1 <.j~tk and 2~k~m-1), will be 
such that, l J-" a(i, j) x(j)=O, (i= 1, 2, .... , n-1), ~ ( ') ( ') 1X(n) ( ~ 1 ~' ) ;7:Aan,J XJ = Mn(n-1)!n2' ~~.=-tk-1+ ,~~.=tk. (5) 
According to the hypothesis, there is a set of integers p1(k), p2(k), ... , Pn(k), 
such ·that if tk-1 is known then tk-1 <p1(k) <p2(k) < ... <pn(k), and the 
determinant of the following system of linear equations has an absolute 
value greater than 1X(n): 
.. ! a(i, Pr(k)) x(pr)=u(i), (i= 1, 2, ... , n).' 
r=l 
Thus, for any assigned values of u(1), u(2), ... , u(n) it is possible to solve 
explicitly system (6). Moreover, u(i) = 0, (i = 1, 2, ... , n-1), 
implies:· 
1X(n) 
u(n)= Mn (n-1)! n2 
where b(i,pr)=a(i,pr), (i=1, 2, ... , n), ri=t; b(i,pt)=u(i), (1=1, 2, ... , n). 
If det b(i, Pr) is expanded by the t'th column, then the estimates 
(7) ' I ( )I < u(n) Mn-1 (n-1)! = _1_ XPt = 1X(n) Mn2' 
(8) (i= 1, 2, ... , n), 
and 
(9) .. 1 ! la(i, Pr(k)) x(pr)l ~ -, (i= 1, 2, ... , n), 
r=l n 
617 
are apparent. If ioFPr, (tk-1<j;;i.tk, setx(j)=O, so that x(j), (tk-1<j;;i.tk), 
is defined and (5) is satisfied, for tk any integer larger than Pn(k) may 
be selected. 
«a-1 
Let b1(n)=b(n)- ! a(n, j) x(j). The above construction is carried 
i=l 
out for k=2, 3, ... , m-1, where it is assumed that b1(n);;?;O and 
I (m-2) 1X(n) 1 I ~X(n) Mn (n -1)! n2- b (n) ;;;, Mn (n-1)! n2' 
(if b1(n) < 0 the choice of the u(j) at each stage is modified in a quite 
obvious way). Then to construct tm and x(j), (tm-1 <j;;i.tm), let 
1 (m- 2) 1X(n) 0 1X(n) 
b(n)- Mn(n-1)!n2 = Mn (n-1)!n2; O<O;;i. 1, 
and solve the system 
11 
! a(i, j) x(j) = 0, (i= 1, 2, ... , n-1), 
i=A 
~ ( .) ( .) 0 1X(n) (, 11 ) ;~an,J XJ = M"(n-1)!n2' ~~=tm-1+1,11 =tm 
in much the same way as (2) was solved, (7), (8) and (9) are also true. 
In this way, a solution {x(j)} is constructed. We must now show that 
each row converges. Let 
"' (10) s(m)= ! a(i, j) x(j), 
i=l 
if p.,11>q,, then qr-1<tk-1(r)<p.;;i.tk(r);;i.qr, 
qv-1 <tk'-1(v)<11;;i.tk•(v);;i.qv, 
for some r, v and k, k1 • This implies by (9), 
and 
ls(p.)- s(11)l""" ls(p.) -s(tk(r)) +8(tk(r))- s(tk'-1(v)) 
+8(tk'-1(v)) -8(v)l 
;;;, l8(p.)-8(tk(r)l + ls(tk(r))-8(tk'-1(v))l 
+ ls(tk'-1(v))- 8(11)1 
1 1 
;;;, - +0+-, 
r v 
lim l8(p.)-8(11)1 =0 
so that (10) converges by the Cauchy test; since s(qk)=b(i), (k=i,i+ 1, .•. ), 
the series converges to b(i). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As in [4] we note that la(i, j)l <M, (i, j = 1, 2, ... )is not a real restriction 
on the matrix, it merely standardizes the matrix so that the other con-
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ditions have some significance. Note that condition (4) of the theorem 
may be replaced by the following: 
(4') for each n, there is a sequence {r,J, r'"=r'"(n) such that 
00 
L cx(n, v) 
•-1 
diverges, tvhere 
cx(n,v)=ldeta(i,r'")l, (i=1,2, ... ,n), (vn<,u~(v+1)n). 
In the construction, t~c=r•<k>n' where v(k+1)=v(k)+1, and m IS now 
selected so that, 
l•<m-1> cx(n, v) _ , I < cx(n, v(m)) •-~1 > Mn(n-1)!n2 b(n) = Mn(n-1)!n2' 
and u(n)=u(n, k)= M:~:,~~)? n2. The proof that the left hand sides 
of (1) converge is now much the same. It is not difficult to find matrices 
that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 but not the conditions of the 
theorem in [2]. If the conditions of [2] are satisfied, a permutation of 
the columns will often do the trick. 
2. After (4') it might seem that the condition that every (n, p) sub-
matrix has rank n might be sufficient for a solution of (1). This is not 
the case. 
Theorem 2. Suppose the matrix {a(i, j)}; a(i, j)~O, (i, j=1, 2, ... ), 
has a submatrix {a( i., j)} tvhich satisfies the follotving conditions: 
( 11) I a( i., j) I M( ) ( . 1 2 ) ( . ') > v ' v, J = ' ' ... a t•+1, J 
( 12) I a(i~, j) I .2 -(--;--;-) > J ' a. t, J (v>1), (j=1, 2, ... ), 
then there exists a sequence {b(i)} such that no solution, {x(j)}, to (1) exists, 
(i.e. no solution such that all the left hand sides of (1) converge). 
Proof. If (1) has a solution for every selection of {b(i)}, so has 
La(i.,j)x(j)=b(i.), (v=2, 3, ... ). 
However, the condition of Theorem 2 in [3] is not satisfied by {a(i., j)} 
(v=2, 3, ... ) so there exists a sequence {b(i.)} such that 
La(i.,j)x(j)=b(i.), (v=2, 3, ... ), 
has at least one row which is not absolutely convergent. Denote the 
index of this row by iR. This implies that 
j2 lim sup a( i R, j) x(j) > K 
j--').00 
619 
for some constant K, and (12) implies that 
lim sup la(i, j) x(j)i >K 
1-+00 
so that 
_! a(i1, j) x(j) 
does not converge. This completes the proof. 
An interesting example of a matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 
2 is the matrix {a(i,j)}; a(i,j)=j-i, (i,j=1, 2, ... ).Here 
a(i, j) . 
a(i + 1,j) = J, (i=1, 2, ... ), 
and it is an easy exercise to show that every (n, p) submatrix has rank n. 
Hence, this matrix is one such that every (n, p) submatrix is of rank n 
but such that (1) cannot be solved for every real sequence {b(i)}. 
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